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“Strive mightily”: Some thoughts on civility and the Illinois bar
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T

he Times of London recently ran an article on the lack of civility1 of American
attorneys.2 It noted that “98 per cent of
the lawyers are spoiling things for the other
2 percent.”3 One of the attorneys highlighted
was an Illinois attorney who has been censured once, and twice suspended for brief
periods, for using offensive language in correspondence with opposing counsel and
public employees.4 The article remarked
that the lawyer “felt that some of those who
disciplined him ‘don’t know their a** from a
hole in the ground.’”5 In 2009 a Winnebago
County, Illinois attorney was suspended for
60 days for the disclosure on her blog of client confidences she learned as an assistant
public defender.6 In early 2013, a Lake County, Illinois attorney was held in contempt and
taken into custody for calling a judge’s ruling
“ridiculous.”7 While the plural of anecdote is
not data,8 concerns over the lack of civility
within the profession have been seriously
discussed for almost three decades.9
The duty of attorneys to conform to high
standards was well established before these
concerns over civility arose.10 To address this
problem, over 100 states, courts and bar associations have adopted codes or rules regarding civility.11 The Illinois Rules of Professional Conduct do not specifically mandate
civility,12 and the Illinois Supreme Court has
not adopted any mandatory or voluntary
guidelines for attorney civility.
There is wide acceptance of the thought
that incivility is caused by lawyers being
too “zealous.”13 Almost 30 years ago, Illinois
Circuit Judge Richard L. Curry summed up
judicial concern about incivility and zealousness in a trial court order, stating: “Zealous
advocacy is the buzz word which is squeezing decency and civility out of the law profession. Zealous advocacy is the doctrine which

excuses, without apology, outrageous and
unconscionable conduct so long as it is done
ostensibly for a client, and, of course, for a
price. Zealous advocacy is the modern day
plague which infects and weakens the truthfinding process and which makes a mockery
of the lawyers’ claim to officer-of-the-court
status.”14
The concept of “zealous advocacy” dates
back approximately 200 years in England.15
It surfaced in the United States in the 1908
ABA Canons of Professional Ethics number
15 (“How Far a Lawyer May Go in Supporting a Client’s Cause”) in the establishment of
a requirement that lawyers pursue their client’s objectives with “warm zeal.”16 The 1969
ABA Model Code of Professional Responsibility Canon 7 required attorneys to represent
clients “zealously within the bounds of law.”17
By the early 2000s, the concept of “zealous” representation had, for the most part,
disappeared.18 The 1983 and the current
2002 ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct do not use that word, except in the
preamble.19 Similarly, in Illinois the word
“zealous” is found only in the preambles to
the Illinois Rules of Professional Conduct adopted in 199020 and the Rules of Professional
Conduct of 2010,21 and “zeal” is currently
only found in a comment to Rule of Professional Conduct 1.3.22
To discontinue incivility, several Illinois
courts and one bar association have adopted
rules, all of which are, essentially, very articulate restatements of the Golden Rule. That
these most basic guidelines needed to be
adopted is, indeed, a sad commentary in itself.
In 1993 the Seventh Circuit adopted 50
voluntary Standards for Professional Conduct, broken into three categories – lawyers’
duties to other counsel; lawyers’ duties to the

Court; and the Courts’ duties to lawyers.23 In
2008, the 17th Judicial Circuit, which serves
Boone and Winnebago Counties, approved a
Statement of Professional Aspirations for the
Legal Profession in the 17th Judicial Court,24
and instituted an attorney mentoring program and a Peer Review Council pilot project.25 In 2008, the 3rd Judicial Circuit, which
serves Madison County, also adopted an Aspirational Code of Professionalism.26 In 2010,
Circuit Court of Cook County Rule 13.11
implemented 36 rules of civility which apply
to the practice in its Domestic Relations Division, broken into three categories – decorum,
fairness and administration; scheduling; and
discovery conduct.27 In 2010, the McLean
County Bar Association adopted voluntary
Principles of Professionalism.28
What can the Illinois Supreme Court do
about incivility? Is punishing lawyers who
are uncivil the answer?29 Some cases have
held that the Court’s inherent authority to
punish litigants before it,30 should be treated
as an ethical violation to be handled by regulatory bodies such as the ARDC,31 so that no
additional rules are needed.32
Four states have added a civility pledge
in their oaths of admission for newly admitted attorneys.33 Several Courts have now
adopted mandatory civility rules.34 It may be
that mandatory codes of conduct are now
necessary35 for the same reason the Rules of
Professional Conduct are mandatory – they
serve to inform attorneys and the public
what conduct is and is not acceptable. These
guidelines might serve to reverse the current
“Rambo” culture36 and demonstrate to attorneys and the public once again that civility and “diligent” representation are not only
compatible, but also increase the credibility
and professionalism of our justice system. It
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is time for our profession to return to being
held out as an admirable model to follow,
rather than one to ridicule. ■
__________
The title of this article refers to: “And do as
adversaries do in law, strive mightily, but eat and
drink as friends.” William Shakespeare, The Taming
of the Shrew, Act 1, Scene 2.
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